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WELCOUIIYG SPEEGI

Rector of University of fember: Drs. Moh. Hasan, M.Sc., Ph.D.
One of the numerous challenges we face today to overcome the

problem of uncontrolled human population growth is the imbalance
between supply and demand for food and energy. These would impact in
general to the environment and the quality of life. To respond these
global challenges, the development of technologies for food and natural
resources aiming to create sustainable agriculture will play a strategic
role.

Efforts have been made by many researchers focusing on the
development of technologies and management natural resources, which

will lead to the application and improvement of agriculture systems to better provide human
needs - especially in the context of food security. Producing adequate food becomes a

common goal. However, such efforts to achieve food security have mainly focused on large
scale corporate farming and industries. This can have regrettable impacts on small scale food
producers as well as on the environment.

Hence, food sovereignty, a relatively new concept which refers to the rights of
communities to choose their own policies regarding agricultural development and food
production, is no less important than food security. Agricultural development therefore no
longer exclusively focuses on producing enough amount of food for the human population. It
now also aims to provide larger freedom for small producers and farmers.

We believe that achieving sustainable agriculture is essential in order to achieve food
sovereignty. In line with the efforts to develop agricultural innovations, University of fember
has established many facilities and research centers, such as the Agrotechnopark and the
Center for Development of Advanced Science and Technology ICDASTJ. Furthermore,
University of Jember fully supports this conference as a medium for researchers to share
their research results including technological innovations, and to engage research
collaborations in the area of agriculture for the quality and welfare of mankind.

Lastly, I would like to give my warmest greeting to all presenters and participants of
this conference. I appreciate your commitment for the successfull of this conference. Thank
you.

fember, August L't, 2017
Rector,

Moh.Hasan

tirufrr{ft ffi b{erence of Fo SSA
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Dean of Faculty of Agriculture-University of |ember: Ir. Sigit
Soepariono, MS, Ph.D.
Assalamualaikum Wr. Wb.
Praise goes to the most merciful God Allah SWT for the blessings of
life and knowledge for us to gather in this meaningful occasion.
To start with, I would like to warmly welcome the heads of both
Indonesian and foreign universities to the Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Jember, Indonesia. It is a great pleasure to have you

with us today.
Thls event is a reflection of our faculty'scommitment to always improve the quality of
our education and to accommodate more and more opportunities in academic
ollaborations. We have been working hard to refine our agricultural research
facilities and to offer students increasingly more comprehensive and extensive
methods of learning in the world of agriculture.
Today, the development of modern agricultural systems and techniques has brought
us many benefits. However, these benefits have often come at a certain costs, such
asnegative ecological impacts andthe decreasing quality of working conditions for
frrmers. Such negative consequences have made us realize that agriculture must also
mke into account the preservation of the environment and the rights and welfare of
food producers themselves. This is what we know as sustainable agriculture.
Therefore I believe this international conference will be able to present an interesting
discussion on the aforementioned topic, with prominent speakers from Indonesia,
Ausualia, fapan, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Philippines, giving a contribution to
the development of science, and hopefully encouraging more research on this area,
I *ould also like to congratulate the Faculty of Agriculture, University of Jemberas the
main host of this international conference, along with four other co-hosts which
include Brawijaya University, Andalas University, Warmadewa University and UPN
Iatim. May it support efforts to become world-class universities in the near future.
I also wish to thank all the sponsors who have provided financial support for this
e\rent, and to everyone else who has helped make this event possible.
Finally, I would like to convey a warmest welcome to all the distinguished guests and
participants of this international conference.We are truly grateful for your presence
today. May we have a fruitful discussion and may we all gain new and valuable
howledge.
Iffassalamuallaikum Wr. Wb.
Iember, August 1-st 20L7.
Dean,

$itSoepariono
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Message from Chairman: Prof. Dr.Ir. Yuli Hariyati, MS

Assalamualaikum Wr. \Mb.

Ladies and gentlemen ...

First of all, I would like to expressed my gratitude to all of you .. for
being present and participate in this FoSSA 2077 International
Conference. This conference addresses all experts in food sovereignty
from many different countries with the main theme of : "Building of

Food Sovereignty through a Sustainable Agriculture: Challenge of Climate Change and
Global Economic Community".
Lately, the concept of food-sovereignty and sustainable agriculture are still very attractive
among government-officers ... activist... academician and also grassroot-elements.
Food sovereignty is defined as the right of every person ... every society ... and every country
in the world ... to determine its own food policy by prioritizing local food products for their
own needs, and forbidding the practice of food trade by means of dumping.
In principle .... each country has their own right to determine and control its own food-
production, distribution and consumption systems ... in accordance with local ecological,
social, economic, and cultural conditions, as well as its own sovereignty.. no intervention of
others.
Food Sovereignty term was first introduced by the international peasant organization La Via
campesina at the world Food summit IWFSJ, in November L996 in Rome, Italy.
Moreover.. Food Sovereignty has even been declared by 400 delegates of farmer
organizations, indigenous-peoples, fishermen, NGOs, social activists, academician and
researchers from 60 countries at the World Forum on Food Sovereignty in Havana ...

September 2001,.
Therefore ... currently... collective bargaining for food sovereignty is a global issue.
FoSSA 20L7 lnternational Conference activities will cover four main activities, namely :

r FoSSA2017 International Seminar
o FoSSA Meeting and SAFE Workshop
o FoSSA Cultural-Event
e Bromo Tengger FoSSA-FieldTrip

The seminar covers 5 sub-topics ...

[1) Food Sovereignty dimensions in sustainable agriculture production systems, current
situation, challenges and opportunities;

(2J Recent advances on the climate change information and mitigation systems in agriculture
and its practical implications on small-scale mixed-farming operations;

[3) Sustainable agriculture production system on food, strategic-products and energy
diversifications: policies and lesson learnt;

[4) Fostering / Building a global action for cooperation and policy development towards
sustainable agriculture;

t5) The local resources utilization and the local-wisdom on sustainable agricultural
production systems : with special emphasis on the global economic community.

At this moment ... we are now 258 participants from Myanmar, Japan, Thailand, Sri Lanka,
Germany, VietNam, Bhutan, UK, Phillippine, Australia, Korea, Malaysia, and Indonesia... 205
oral presentations and 2B poster presentations and other would be performed..
FoSSA2017 seminar will present 15 speakers ... this morning we have Dr. Nur Masripatin
(Director of PPI) ... Dr. Nick Rose [Executive Director of SUSTAIN: The Australian Food
Network) ...... and also 13 speakers from |apan, Taiwan, Malaysia, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Australia, and Indonesia.
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We would like to thank to The Directorate General of PPI, PTPN X, BRIA-Germany,
Resear&Instihrte - University of fember for sponsorships.
fud dso b t PN University .. Warmadewa University .., and Andalas University ...

rfsiarPxificSAFE Network.. for collaborative-hosting this FoSSA2017 Conference..

mssalamualaikum WRB

ftdr,August t*,20L7
of FoSSA International Conference

:

TrillHariyati
t.

and The

and The
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ACCURATION OF INDONESIAN RICE SUPPLYAND DEMAND
FORECASTING FOR FOOD AVAILABILITY

Henik prayuginingsih

Faculty of Agriculture The University of fember, |ember, East fava, Indonesia.

email: hprayuginingsih(Elzahoo.co.id

Abstract

Accuration of forecasting is very usefull as a base for policy making in the future. Thir
study aimed to test accuration of Indonesian rice supply and demand forecasting in 20lS
which was made in 2006. Study was done on national scale used secondary data betweet
1970-2004 which was obtain from legitimate institution publication. Forecasting was dor
through these steps : [aJ model equation arranging [b) model identiflring (c) modd
estimating and parameter testing by two stage least square methode using 5AS prog:ll
analysis software, [d) model validation tes! and [e) exogenous variable foiecasting ,riry
exponential smoothing methode. Forecasting result was compared with official data in 20lE
published by Center for Agriculture Data and Information System, Ministry of Agricultrrc
Republik of Indonesia (2016). Accuration was based on o/o deviation between official sou,-!
and forecasting resul! the more deviation the more non accurate. The results were: [a) Therc
was a big deviation [109.16%) between official source and forecasting calculation c
Indonesian food avaiability in 20L5. Based on official source, Indonesianiice supply rre
44,710,528 tonnes, demand was 32,388 ,277 tonnes and availability was surplus !2,322,25,1
tonnes. The main cause of surplus was over estimate of harvested area. bn the confraqr
according to forecasting supply was 40,894,521 tonnes, demand 42,023,699 tonnes, ad
Indonesian food availability was deficit 1,129,178 tonnes. The main cause of deficit was usiry
of previous estimate of consumption/capita /year which was larger than official source o
demand became larger too. None of these calculation was matching with actual conditioq
(bJ Simulation using forecasting data which was calculated by officiaf source way found ffithat food availability which more close to real condition, ihat domestic projuction phr
861,630 tonnes amount of imported rice could fulfil demand and without calculatiry
national stock Indonesian food availability still surplus 1,'l,64,574tonnes in 2015.

Keywords : accuration, forecasting, supply, demand, food availability.

BACKGROUND

Food availability is a condition which food is available fulfilled by domestic productio4
national stock and import if two main sources could not meet a demand [Undang-UndargRepublik Indonesia Nomor 18 Tentang Pangan Tahun 2012/Law of Republik of Indonesie
Number l-B about Food,2072). Main food of the most Indonesian people is rice, so food
availability means rice availability. Food avaiability is difference between supply and
demand. Rice supply is consist of domestic production, national stok and import minus
export while rice demand is consist of direct and indirect comsumption, seed, loss and was6,
and others.

Since 1986 Indonesia has been being a rice net importer country which showed th*
domestic production could not fulfill demand. Effort for increasing production has been
being done over and over, but demand has not fuflll yet so import is sUil needed. Importing
rice should be determined exactly for assuring availability and protecting domesti. p.odr.o-
Lack of import would not meet demand, otherwise too much import *outa make over supply
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dedining of price that courd make farmer and producer Io:H::.["^l condition "r;rppi;#'iu*rra. 
ss, so determining

hT:l,lti ;x ;r : :'l*:s,3; i*nfli:[,, o^n i s n e e d e d ro r m aki n g pr an
1r*" y*-;;r;; baserr nh rar+^i- ,^l"I"i of rice supply and demand inuiewyears must be ur."i on *;;'r;"T._;#ffil:rJ,i::*ffi?tl;:
tr be found: (1J estimation orneli ;;; l;."ruc proauction to preaict import;tofrice suppry and demand as a ur* to .rtu pori.f io. ffi; food ava,ab,ity

rrr was proposed to-test accuration of Indonesian rice suppry and demand inrrs made in 2006 by. prayugirireril, 
Ao;;;:.^ ;;#,r,i, was based onffi''T#I,'r'"Tff ?i,:::.::;:Tj,^,f 

iJ:.",oeviationthemorenonaccuratewas pu brish ed bv pusdati n ffi ; ;,'q.;fi '11X,:L,fi:#.T:; 
T"ffi :fiit and Agricurture rnfo.;;;r';;.;"#i'r,",rr* 

of Agricurture, Repubrik of

METHODS

overed nationar scare for knowing and describing rice suppry and demand
il:ilT::l.Tffi:" "'t"i*""'iolr'"n b".,r,e this study was rocused

descriptive and comparative method. Descrintive method was used made
H*"*;:l',1::: J:*Hlj,F;[ Joo,, *r e ra.ts wili r u .omp,.,ti,,"

used secondary data which was corected 
11 

roz_o _ zo,4period from rice
#-?'.t:f[T?# #fi H::':x,; :l-ry tu re Re p u b r i k o r r n d o n es i a, B p SHI{,'ffi1i:;';1o'o'.1:tr#;*;;f; 

lxFd::ffi'::"'1,',x3".:;f ;xi;

az>0

Data

Data

Area

some steps for forecasting Indonesian rice suppry and demand at domesfic
model equation:

Rice Demand atDomestic Market
.=ao+arpop+azuA

tion:

= Indonesia Rice Demand I tonne]
= P,opulation (person] \ --r'rrv.,

= Harvested Area (ha)
coefficient

= bo + br pFp + bzlppD + bsLROD+ b+LHAIn:

= Harvested area [ha)
= Iil{y floor price t[p/ks)
= PFpJasty"a. (npitsj
= proouktivity (tonne/haJ

Proceedings ofThe Internatio_nal Conference of FoSSA
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LPROD = PROD last year [tonne/ha)
LHA = HA last year [ha)
Expected Coefficient
br,bz, be, b+ > 0
Produktivity
PROD = co + cr PFUr + cz PFSP + csLPFP + c+ LPROD
Explainnation:
PFUr = Price of urea fertilizer [Rp/kg)
PFSP = Price of TSP fertilizer [Rp/kg]
Expected coefficient
crdancz<0
cedanc+>0
Imported Rice
QIMP = do + drlRD + dzQSTOCK + dsB + d+C+ dsTIMP
Explainantion:
B = Ratio of self sufficiency [%)
C = Ratio of PIR and PIMB

QSTOCK = early year stock at BULOG warehouse[tonne)
TIMP = tariff of imported rice [Rp/kg)
Expected coefficient
dr, dz, d+ dan ds , 0
ds<0
Price of Imported Rice
PIMP = eo + er ER + ez WPR + e3LPBIMP
Explaination:
PIMP = Price of Imported Rice
ER = Exchange Rate Rupiah on US dolar
WPR = World Price of Rice [$)
LPIMP - Harga beras impor tahun lalu
Expected coefficient
e1, e2 dan ca > 0
Price of Rice atDomestic Market
PRI = fo + fr PPI + fzlRD + fa IRS +f+TIMP +fsLPRI
Explaination:
PRI
PPI
IRS
LPRI

= Price of Rice (np/ke)
= Price ofPaddy [Rp/kg]
= Indonesian Rice Supply (tonne)
= Price of Rice last year (Rp/kg )

=k*DPP
= rendemen of rice

o
b'

h.

Expected coefficient
ft,fz,f+ and fs > 0
fs< 0
Price of Paddyat Domestic Market
PPI = go + g1 PRI + gzPFP + ga LPPI
Expected coefficient
$t,Sz, and ge> 0
Indonesian Rice Supply at Domestic Market :

IRS = QDRP + QIMP +Q STOCK - QBEXP
Explaination:
QDRP = Domestic Rice Production ( tonne)
QEXP = Exported Rice[ tonne)

Domestic Rice Production
DRP
K
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DPP
= 0,632 [Hariyati, 2003; Mulyana, 2004;puspoyo,20O4;)
= domestic paddy production
= harvested area x productivity
= HA * PROD

i. FoofAvailabitity
FA = IRS -lRD

Model Identification
Model identification was needed because if a equation for a whole model ) was

under idenffied, non of econometric technique could be done for estimating all
parameter.

Equation was identified if amount of variable which did not include in a
equation but include in another equations, at least equal with amount of equation
wich was exist in model (equation system] minus 1 (one) , or formulaied by
Koutsoyiannis in Hariyati [2003) such as : [K - M) > [G - 1). Expianation :

K = amount of total variables in model fendogen and predetermined]
H = amount of variable (endogen and eksogenJ in identified equation
G = amount of total equations [amount of total endogen variible;
Criteria of decision making:
tr [K - MJ < (G - 1], equation was under idenffied
If tK - Ml = [G - 1J, equation was exoctly identified
tr [K - MJ , [G - lJ, equaition was over identifted

Iodel Estimation and parameter Test

- Estimating model was done by Two Stage Leasrt Square analysis methode using
$AS- analysis progarm software. Effects of variables in model was tested by
:rualuating Rz' Compability model or effect of aggregate independent variable on
&pendent variable was judged by F tes! while to know effect of each independent
mriable on dependent variable was used t- test

Icst of Validation Model
Validation test was needed to know did the predicted model had good ability to

fuecast by tracing some values such as: Mean percent Error [MpiJ, Root Mean
Eryare Percent Error (RMSPEJ, coeffisient U-Theil and decomposition of coeffisient
[FTheil to be biased fuurJ, varian proportion [usJ and covarian propotion [uc).lhcision making criteria:

a Fewer MPE and RMSPE meaned better predicted model, because forecasting
result closed to actual condition

h Uu dan us showed good ability to forecast if closed to 0, because bias and
varian were small

c' Uc showed good ability to forecast if close to 1

Exsogenous variables in
al smoothing method

tic trend mode

on ofForecasting
Accuration of forecasting was based on deviation between data from official

and forecasting.
Official source - forecasting

x 100 o/o
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and combined with constant trend, linear trend and

Official source
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Indonesian supply and demand based on Pusdatin (20L6) showed that there was
surplus of food availabi[ity in 2015,but on the contrary based on forecasting which was made
in 2006 showed that there was deficit. It meaned that there was so big deviation of food
avaibility between official source and forecasting [Table 1J.
Supply Side

According to offcial source, Indonesian rice supply was 44,710,528 tonnes while
forecasting was lower (40,894,52L tonnes). There was only a few deviation (8.53%l of rice
supply between official and forecasting data, but there was a substantial defference. Supply
based on official source consist of domestic production, import and eksport of rice. Domestic
rice production was equal with yield minus loss and waste, feed, seed and any need for
industry and then was converted into rice by 62,74o/o rendemen.

Based on forecasting data, supply consist of paddy which was converted into rice by
63,20/o rendemen plus national stock and so big forecasting import (until 2,835,460.00
tonnes) minus export, but there was no calculation of loss and waste, feed, seed or even
industry. Forecasting national stock was 2,835,460 tonnes which was close to commonly
stock about 1,5 until 2 million tonnes per year (Sawit 2004), but import was very far from
actual data (861,630 tonnes). Paddywas produced from more narrow harvested area and
lower productivity compared with official source.

Table L. Camparison Indonesian Rice Supply and Demand in 2015 between Official Source
and Forecasting.

Official Data Forecasting Deviation
(7o)

Supply Component
Harvested area (ha) 14,116,638.00
Productivity (tonne/ha) 5.34
Yield tonne paddy) 75,369,964.00
Loss and waste (5.4OEa) 4,071,436.00
Feed (0.M7o) 331,747.00
Seed (0.90Vo) 678,573,00
other industry (0.567o) 422,223.00
Net Paddy (tonne) 69,892,985.00
Rjce (62.74%onetpaddy) 43,850,859.00
Import (tonne) 861,630.00
Export (tonne) 1,961.00
Supply (tonne) 44,710,528.00

Demad Component
Population ( person) 247,572,000.00 population (person) 255,363,000.00
Consumption(kg/cap/year) 124.89 Harvested Area (ha) 11,637,550.00
Food (tonne) 30,919,261.00
Feed (O.l7%oRice) 74,546,W
Loss and Waste (2.57o Rice) 1,096,2i1.00
Other industry (0.687o Rice) 298,186.00
Demand (tonne) 32,388,271.00 Demand (tonne) 42,023,699.00 -29.75

Supply Component
Harvested area (ha) 11,637,550.00
Productivity (tonne/tra) 4.90
Yield (tonne paddy) 57,023,995.00
National Stock (tonne) 2,111,844.00

Rice (63.27o net paddy) 36,039,165.00
Import (tonne) 2,835,460.00
Export (tonne) 91,948.00
Supply 40,894,521.00

17.56
8.26

24.37

17.81

8.53

-3.15

Fgod Availability (surplus) 12,322,257.00 Eood Avaitability (de
Source: Pusdatin (2016) andProcessed secondary data (2006)
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Based on official source, Indonesian rice demand was TZ,}BB2TL tonnes, consist ofand indirect consumption of total population minus loss and waste, feed, and industry.
rtion was 147,572,00 person, and consumption/capit a/year was :^z4,B9 kg which hadsettled since 2075 based on calculation or SusgNeS 2010 [Sensu-s Ekonomiml/National Economic CensusJ. Before 2015 consumption/cap ita/year was settledfran 130 kg [Pusdatin,2OL6).
Based on forecasting Indonesian rice demand was affected by population andEd area which need seed. popuration was forecasted 255,3oi,obo' person andnption/capita/year settled bigger than 130 kg, so the demand was 4z,on:6ggtonnes,l*ger than official source and deviation was 29.75o/o. Actually, predicted populationb population projecti-on published by BPS (Badan Pusat Statistik/ center of Statisticr) that was 255,461,700 person whiie actual data from SUSENAS 2015 was ZS4,g
[BPS in Hidayatullah, ZOIT).

Fuod avaibility was resurted from suppry minus demand, so Indonesian foodHity in 2015 based on official source was surplu s 12,322,257 tonnes while based on

).

was deficit 1,729,L78 tonnes, that's why the deviation was very-very big

"fcording to some experts (Anjak, 2075; Ariani, 20LS; Erwidodo and pribad i, ZO!4)rplus in Indonesia was doubted, because it did not match with actual condition.

lity

Ite main cause of big surplus -r, ou"."rtimate harvested area. Those experts guessk'nested area which was published by BPS and pusdatin was wider than real

112 million was a big amoun! about six times compared with national stock. If it was

,ryrr,T:5" _r-"Te .for 
imqorting. rice over and or". 

"r..y year. As a comparison,
and vietnam as rice net importir continously in the *orid just had surplus L0,447)million tonnes in 2010 [Diu,2014J.

Actually wet land in fava had been decreasing year to year for another using such
ce, office, industry etc while forming at out orlrm was lack. According to Malianharvested area in 2003 was 1j.,46 mlli"on ha, growtr, nr.u.ri"j;;;;;;;:; "irrr-

rc about 0,57o/o per year. Based on this statement, it guess that harvested area in
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I grow 10o/o and become 72,49 million ha, so harvesteJ area in 2015 must be more

l[n_"1fl:Yill1, !1904) 
said tf.11 nqoa-rktivity in zooi *r, 4,48 tonnes/ha.rning the condition as same as condition before moneter crisis, growth productivity

equal with Lg90-1996 period that was 0,44o/o, so produitivity in zoio *r,4,84 tonnes/ha. This prediction is almost same as Maulana said (2004J that inperiode, wet Iand in Indonesia had negative growth rate because of land functionfrom agriculture to non agriculture usirig. Negative growth rate of wet land could*-*'-'g of paddy production. Pusdatin lZOt+jalso showed that in 2009-2013 oflin Ind-onesia had negatif growth rate 7-O,Zio/o).ould be made simulation about Indonesian iood avaibility in this way: data about
!- ":', productivity and popuration used forecastirig data in 2006, whiletion/capita /year and component of supply and demand ised official source way.simulation was showed in Table 2.

ked on result of simulation in Table 2, Indonesian rice supply was 34,1T5,970 tonnesmand was 33,011,396 tonnes, so food avaibility in 201s w#surplu s L,\64,s74tonnes
calculating national stock. Surplus l,l64,s74 tonnes relatively was not big enough

::,^r-.:l:]:i?,rj:.1":ll lhich has big population, but food available wilr be-saver by; national stock. This simulation seemed more reasonable and fit to actual .""irir"ihdonesian rice demand could be fulfilled by domesti. p.oar.tion plus national stock
tonnes of imported rice in ZOIS.
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Table 2. Simulation of Indonesian Rice Supply and Demand Using Official and Forecasting
Data in 2015

Variables Total (ton)

Supply
Harvested area* 

*

Productivity**
Yield-*
Loss and waste 

*

Feed 
*

Seed 
*

Other industry*
Net Paddy 

*

Rice*
Import 

*

Export*
Suppty

Demad Component
Population 

* *

Consumption*
Food 

*

Feed 
*

Loss and Waste 
*

Other industry 
.

Demand

(ha)
(tonne/ha)

(tonne paddy)
(5.40Vo)
(O.44Vo)

(0.907o)
(0.567o)
(ton)

(62.747o net paddy)
(ton)
(ton)
(ton)

( person)
(kglcapitalyear)

(ton)
(0.177o Rice)

(2.5Vo Nce)
(0.687o Rice)

(ton)

11,637,550.00
4.90

57,023,995.00
3,079,296.00

250,906.00
513,216.00
322,528.00

52,858,050.00
33,406,288.00

861,630.00
1,961.00

34,175,970.W

255,363,000.00
124.89

3t,892,285.00
56,79r,00

835,157.00
227,163.00

33,011,396.00

Food Av
Source: Pusdatin (2016) and .. 

Processed secondary data (2006)

CONCLUSION

There was a big deviation (109.L6o/o) between official source and forecasting
calculation on Indonesian food avaiability in 2015. Based on official source, Indonesian rice
supply was 44,770,528 tonnes, demand was 32,388,271 tonnes and availability was surplus
L2,322,257 tonnes. The main cause of surplus was over estimate of harvested area. On the
contrary according to forecasting Indonesian food availability was deficit 7,L29,L78 tonnes
because supply was 40,894,521 tonnes and demand 42,023,699 tonnes. The main cause of
deficit was using of previous estimate of consumption/capita /year which was larger than
official source so demand became larger too. None of these calculation was matching with
actual condition.

Simulation using forecasting data which was calculated by official source way found
out that food availability was more close to real condition, that domestic production plus
861,630 tonnes amount of imported rice could fulfil demand and without calculating
national stock Indonesian food availability still surplus L,L64,574 tonnes in 2015.

Proceedings of The International Conference of FoSSA
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Data of paddy harvested area in Indonesia need to revise so that appropriate with
cQndition.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is included: Analyzing the socioeconomic factors that caused the

decrease in livestock farming profits ar.p eftit'"" catfish ponds in the study area; Knowing

the profit rate of African catfi1h farming iora,r.p in tlu *'dy area' and analyze the Ievel of

efficiency of African .lrnrn pond fish fariing tt'""ting in the irea of research both allocative

efficiency technical and economical. Furtheriro.u, to lchieve the three obiectives referred to'

then usedquantitative descriptive meth;;;ith survey techniques The population in this

study were Africa, .r,firn pond fish farmers in the viliage tarp Cangkring fember District of

fenggawah efforts that hive experienced a declining rate of profit' The data analysis

technique used is it 
" 

-r.,rfyri, 
of C.UU I Douglas' firnction of profit ' and the frontier

production n ncUo, ,n"fyri, of profit' The results of this study concluded : 1J socio-economic

factors are thoughtio irtiu".,." the profit decline in fish farming catfish pond tarp at the sites

run significantly at 5 o/o significance level a with the level of determination of 0'618; 2 ) The

average rates of p.oriibrieders catfish in the study site is IDR 1.255.000,85 per business

scare or as much as IDR 484.ss6,3tper1,000 fry the profitability of.42.38 o/o, and 3l average

use of all inputs in the production ot-arri.r, catfish farming has a pool- tarp technical

efficiency of 2,7L, 
^i 

O,ioailocative efficiency and economic efficiency level of 73'43'

Keywords:Eficiency,Profit,Frontier,SwimmingSheetingandOrganic'

BACKGROUND

Basically catfish with a model pool tarp relatively_ low cost, only with approximatel5r

less than IDR 500,000 for the creation ota pool tarp with tarp size of 5 x 4 m below lelenya

fingerlings, catfish plt"ri already witt Ue'rUIe to enioy ttre benefits of his efforts with

abundant. Cultivation process with at it pattern aciually has a value of economic

empowerment of village comm-unitier, .rr-"ty from the manufacture of pool communifir

involving some villages, such as for *tti.tg b,tnUoo, leveling the ground' transporting organic

fertilizer, and so forth. Selaniutya no ferlilization process to gto* the microorganisms that

will become food catfish, catfish rarmirrgi, aone blcause using techniques largely inorganic

and organic as well as some others do as well liming to neutralize the pH of pool water'

Since the beginning of african catfish farmiig in the village Cangkring of fenggawah

caounty fember District of *"rrt as expected, but in its development during the last 2 yearg

these fish tend to ruit rrg]r. Yet on the other hand catfish demand continues to increase over

time, but the phenomenon is contrary to ihe logrc of the law of demand - supply' The higher

the demand ro. , go;d; and servicer, ih", the plice of the.goods goes up due to the amount of

goods on offer ,"nJio be a little [soediyono, 1995)' African catfish prices at the consumer
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level in |ember in 2074 reached IDR 15,000, - p€r kg but in 2013 only reached IDR 9,000, -
per kg. According to the results of the analysis of farming, that BEV African catfish is IDR
11,500, - per kg the price of feed manufacturers and even then with a steady (constant). But
tte longer, the more catfish feed prices surged, while for alternative solutions such as snails,
slugs and dead chickens, its existence does not guarantee to meet the needs of animal feed
catfish.

Catfish farmers in the village have not had Cangkring initiation and innovation
stnategies in solving problems. The absence of a group of farmers, causing bargaining power
md access to information and technology and capital are quite weak. They are very
dependent on the strength of her each sharp without being able to think of the potential
nrtside himself. Therefore, Hernanto (L996) states that what is revealed is not actually the
presence of other factors on the farm itself and which is beyond the farmers' efforts. IyVhich

*ould be of concern to an established farming keter-batasan that exist in itself to be
oeercome by digging to opportunity outside environment. In fact not just dig even more
$ould be able to express the force push and overcome the factors outside. The scope of this
sEtdy is limited only issue african catfish [Clarias gariepinusJ through the media pool tarp.
The object of research is the variety of African catfish farmer who manages his farm in
f-anglcing Village of fenggawah County of fember District.

Based on the above description, it is a problem in this study plan can be formulated as
ffiows: what are the socioeconomic factors that caused the decline in the profit rate of
lfrican catfish farm animals in the study area pool tarp ?; What degree of business profits
fhak African catfish rehabilitated and reconstructed media pool tarp in the study area?,

How the level of efficiency of African catfish pond fish farming in the study area tarp ?.

re, it is the goal of this research is: Analyze the socioeconomic factors that caused the
in the rate of profit animal breeding African catfish pond tarp in the study area,
the level of business profits through media teknak African catfish pond tarp in the

area; and analyze the level of efficiency of African catfish pond fish farming in the study
well tarp allocative efficiency, technical and economical.

METHODS

Research
This research has been conducted in Cangkring Village of fenggawah County of |ember

Determination of the location of this research was determined by purposive
on the following considerations ffember Statistics Office, 2OL4) that the number of

catfish pond fish farmers in fember tarp in the village of Cangkring District of
h them there in the village. Another consideration is the livestock farmers in the sub

fenggawah catfish hardest hit and many have gone out of business due to the cost of
uction exceeds the total income.

Techniques and Data Collection
This research is a descriptive study, the research aims to describe the events

) as a systematic, factual and accurate information on the facts, properties and
ips between phenomena that occur in the present. Meanwhile, the method used in

study is a survey method. Furthermore, the method of determining the sample taken by
random sampling of at least Llo/o of the population and sources of data collected in

research plan includes primary data and secondary data.
Analysis fModel Specifications)

the First Goal (Gain Function Cobb-Douglass)
To answer the first goal of socio-economic factors causing the decline in the profit rate

African catfish farming used analysis tool Function Cobb-Douglass advantage. Gains of
catfish farmers received were analyzed by a simple mathematical formula can be

as follows [Soekartawi, 2003J: E = TR - TC. Furthennore Frontier Production
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Function is used to describe the relationship between inputs and outputs in the production

process to determine the level of production efflciency (Battese dan Corra (1977 in Coelli, et

a1.,L996)as follows: LnY= b0 + b1lnxlbZLnXZ + b3LnX3 +b4LnX4 +bSLnXS + [Vi -Ui]'
Frontier production function is estimated using a stochastic frontier production function

method (itochactic Frontier Production FunctionJ, which is obtained using a Maximum

Likelihood Method. Efficiency is a concept that is relative. A situation that is economically

efficient, may be inefficient when faced with different sizes [Zen, 2002)' 
-There 

are three

concepts of efficiency, ie the efficiency of the technique (ET), economic efficiency [EE)' the

efficiency of the price (EP). Economic efficiency wili be achieved when the technique has

achieved efficiency and price efficiency. If the value of the efficiency of > 1 means the use of

inputs needs to ue impioved, if the value of efficiencY = l means that the optimal input

allocation, if the value of the efficienry of <1 means the use of inputs need to.be reduced

[ioekartawi, 2003). To test this hypoihesis, if the value of efficiency [technical, price, and

economic) averageis not equal to one, then the hypothesis is accepted'

Simply pu! according Nopirin (Lg97), the efficiency can mean the absence of waste'

Efficiency price 1 allocative efficienry by Soekartawi (2008), used whel the production

function is Cobb-Douglas function, then: i = AXB or Ln Y = A + bLnX Ln, then the marginal

production conditions are: dY / 0x= b I The coefficient of elasticity parameters). In the Cobb-
'Oouglas production function, then b is talled the regression coefficient which also illustrates

the Jlasticity of production. Thus, the marginal production value (MPV) production factor t
can be written as follows: MPV = 

'YPV 
/ X, where: b = elasticity of production' Y = the

production, Py = price of productior, ,nd * = the number of production-factor X' According to

Nicholson (1995), the efficiency achieved when the price comparison between the margind

producuvity of each input IMPV xiJ at a price of inputs [vi) or "Ki" = 1. this condition requires

MpVxi the same as the priie of a iactor X or can be written as follows: MPV = Pa bYPx / X =

P& or bYPy /XPx = 1 w^here: Px = price of a factor X. In practice the value of Y, Py' X and Px is

taken the average value, so that the equation becomes: bYPy/xPx = 1, Technical. efficiency is

done through an ,pfror.t using the ipproach of the 
_ra_tio 

of the variance as developed by

Banese andtorra ttglllin Coelli (L996):y = (\uZ) / ((vZ + (u2), if y closeto L,\vZ near zero

and ui is the error rate in the equation shows inefficienry. In this study, the differences

between the management and the results of efficiency is the most important part because

kekhusussa.r .rnrf"*ent. Furthermore, this analysis to identify the impact of differences in

several factors.

|ondrow et all in zen et al, (2002) shows the average conditions in Ui and ei in the

following equation: E [Ui I ei) = [(uiv / q {lF (ei f' (-1) l(!-F iei 1(-1))] - (ei tr' (-1)' where: ei

= is the sum of Vl- 
".,d 

Ui, ( = is it e 
"qurlion 

fir (\v2 + gt2) t/Z,x= is the ratio of (u and (v, f
and F is the standard normal density and distribution functions ei evaluation of I (-1. To get

technical efficiency (TE) of catfish farming can be done with the following calculation: TEI =

exp [E (Ui I ei)], *t u.., 0 < TEI < 1, TE- is the efficiency of the technique and Exp is the

""pon".rt. 
Meanwhile, according to wardani, Musofie and Harwono, (1997) that economic

efficienry is the product of the entire technical efficiency and allocative efficiency of the entire

price orinput factors. Efficiency catfish farming can be expressed as follows: EE = TER' AER

Where: EE = Economic Efficiency, TER = Tehnical Efficiency Rate' and AER = allocative

efficienry Rate.

RESUTT AND DISCUSSION

Profile of ResPondents
The description of the profile of respondents to-be.covered include: aspects of age'

education level, and the long experience oi t yirg and business scale is measured from the

broad aspects of the pool and the number of efiican catfish fingerlings' The average age of the

respondent farmers in the traditional market research sample was 42'97 years' which means
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respondents were in the productive age-(15-64 years). Age of a person in the group is
rsically and mentally able to work and strive optimally. It found that the majority
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the decline in the profit
Function Cobb-Douglass

670/o) of respondents have adequate physical strength and mental stable so inclined can
the business well. The average level of formal educition of respondents breeders known

work only 9,97 years or have graduated from junior high school and even some have been
€eyam up to high school. Meanwhile, the average length of experience of trying to trade
respondent farmers in the African catfish location is still ongoing research is conducted
n a period of 3,5 years. The results of the study revealed tharmost (B0o/o) of respondents
experience cultivating farmers catfish in the pond tarp is still less ihan 5 years^and only

of respondents classified as having high-flying craft fishing in running this business.
rmore, the average production capacity of African catfish pond fish faimers just tarp

d approximately 3000 fingerlings of the tail, with the range between 1000 ;d. 5000
on large scale pool tarp average of 23,67 m2 ranging from size 4 to s4 mz.

Factors Cause ofdecline in rate ofreturn
To answer the first goal of socio-economic factors causing

of African catfish pond fish farming tarp then used analysis tool

3.1 Results of Regression Analysis of Economic Factors Cause of decline in social,
Livestock Business Advantage Swimming Sheeting Dumbo Catfish in the Cangkring
Village of fenggawah Counff District of r 20L5

Model
Unstandardized

Coefficients
Standardized
Coefficients t

Beta
Sig'

B Std. Error

extension workers 
23.234,

2.L67**

0.529 2.097*

0.278 L.220*
-0.482 -2.607***

0.038 0.L79"'
0.266 1..432"'

0.1,62 0.876 n.

1763.443

L.t96
68.350

-3.390

2.665

29.306

816.159

0.570

56.014

0.150

14.881

20.463

26.529

92.899

.042

.048

.096

.017

.860

.167

.391

information 171.997 0.317 1.851* .O7B

Variable : Profit
: 2.04, Adjusted-R Square : 0.618, R-Square :0.719

Filicantat ulo/o,** = sigrrifkan onaso/o,* = significantataT}o/o,ns = non-significant
Primary Data Processed

Table 3.1 above shows that the results of the simultaneous regression of all
endent variables significantly influence the dependent variable at So/o si"gnificance level

is demonstrated by the results of the analysiJwhere the value of the F-count > F-table,
conclusion is to accept Hi or reject H0. If the results of the regression analysis if the

ion is written, it will wake up the model equations profit function as follows:
Y = 88 B. 9 9 XL L.19 6X2 68. 3 5X 3 - 3. 3 9 X42.66 X52g 31 X623.2 X7 - B.BID L7 l.s s .

The test results of determination or closeness relationship between the variables
red, also shows that all the socioeconomic factors that are supposed to influence the

:nt variable is quite high at oJLg R2 or with Adj-Rz o,6i1. This means that the
in African catfish farmers profit pool tarp at the study sites is affected by all the
dent variables were estimated at 77,9o/o, the rest is influenced by othei factors
the model. Furthermore, each of the independent variables were regressed against

lependent variable to determine partially the keberartiannya. proven results of t-test
fre variable education level of respondents, farming urp".i"n." and the frequency of
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visits to the site workers visit catfish farming in the study site had no significant effect on the

falling rate of profit breeders at 10o/o significance level a. The length of experience raising

African catfish also empirically at the study site was not much take effect to business

management resulting in higher profits. In addition, the success factor of the workers visit
field visits also did not affect the level of benefit farmers, ranchers already visited because

without innovation and the creation of a self-taught without any coaching or mentoring.

Therefore, the three independent variables can be compiled into a single independent

variable is the variable that management influence on the dependent variable can be

significant.
Total production of African catfish fairly significant influence on the level of farm profit,

it is supporied by the results of a simple regression analysis where t count> t-table at the

fOZo significance level q. In this economic logic is appropriate karen if the amount of
production increased by 1o/o, then the farmer will profit also rose by 7,L96o/o with cateris

paribus assumption. Similarly, the sale price in the African catfish farmer level significantly
affected the rate of profit breeder shown by the results of t-test with a value of t counD t-
table at the level of L\o/o and a coefficient value of L,196. This means that if the selling price

was up 1%0, then the rate of profit increases by 1,19o/o. Market information variables also

significantly affect the increase farmer profits on real and often aloof sphere a LUo/o with a

value of 171.,gg koefieisn regression. Various information regarding the price of feed, the

price of the product, market demand, technological innovation development outside and

relevant government policy strongly encourages farmers to better manage their business

premises, so that the output value of animal husbandry of African catflsh tend to be higher
than without receiving information from the outside. The above explanation is strongly
supported by the fact, as shown in table 3.2 below.

Table 3.2 Supporting Data in Regression Analysis of Economic Factors Cause of decline in
social, Livestock Business Advantage Swimming Sheeting Dumbo Catfish in the
Canekrins Villase of Iengqawah CounW District of Iember 2015

description reason
number of

Respondents o/o

[people)
No Social economic factor

1 The cost of feed is too high

The portion ofthe cost of
inputs for very high feed
allocation

Production rates are
relatively low

Motivation Breeders in
4 African catfish pond tarp

Frequency ofvisits to the
field officer field

Manufacturing type PF 800, 7 8L -L, 7 81-2
and,78L-3, P 1000 and Hibrofit
Non Manufacturing [Chicken Tiren, Ieaves,
conch,, worms, Apmas know, Lemuru, bran

f bran, anchovies Pabriotik and anchovy
Mixture (Manufacturing and Non-
Manufacturing
The portion of 50%
The portion of 600/o

The portion of.7Oo/o

The portion of 9Oo/o

Under Rp 10,000 /kg
Between Rp 10,000 - 13,000/Kg
Above Rp13,000/Kg
Looking for high profit
On their own initiative
Try affected friend
Filling the void time
Following the suggestion extension workers
No visit yet nev
've Been only l time
've Been between 2-3 times
've Been more than 3 times

47

37

17

17
43
20
3

10

60

30
23
23
40
3

10
57
20
10
13

t4

11

5

13
6
7

3

18

9
7

7
12
1

3

1.7

6
3

4

Source: Primary Data Processed
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In Table 3.2 above gives an example on its significant variable input prices significantly
{:o the rate of profit in the African catfish farmin'g livestock research sites on the real level
$ LVu Regression coefficient value impligs that the iise of prices of production inputs by Lo/o,fhen the rate of profit will decline by 3,39o/o assuming cateris paribus. This condition is
llfrfa.Uy the fact !h1t a-s many as 47o/o of farmers use feed ingredients manufacturers andof the others (17o/o) using a mixture of feed materialf fmanufacturers and non-

acturers) and the rest (37o/o) using a non feedstuff manufacturer. It is known that the
Ilice of feed manufacturers from time to time is up so make kendalan serious for farmers.
Dren the use of feed manufacturers with a portion of goo/o of all types of feed available, done

396 of farmers and the lower portion t50%l is only done by LTo/o of farmers alone.
On the other hand, the price of production of the African catfish Iowest is IDR :1O.OOO,- /only accepted by 1.0o/o of respondents, the highest price of IDR 13.000,- 1 Ug o"ly'i1il" ot

pondents who received the selling price of IDR t.000, / kg. Though'thJ price of the
duct on the market at the same time generally prevailing price of between II]R t+.SSo, -
16'000,- / kg. These conditions have implications for the-diclining rate of profit breeders
malsisi simple regression results indicate that these variables are very significant effect on
nate of profit to the African catfish farming livestock to be proportionate reversed pattern

levels African Catfish Farming Livestock pool Tarp
Avera€e farm production of African catfish pond taip in the study site reache d Z4B,B3

1rcr production process per 2.590 fry fish or fish seed per 1.000 the average number of
duction as much as 96,07 kg per production process. Thii production is done on an area ofttarpaulin 31 m3 with an average stocking of fish ,r *rny as 827 individuals per 357 m3
ryreading the tail - tail 2.083,33. According to the recommendation that th; per cubic

pools, the amount of fish seed to be stocked between 350-500 tails to create comfort
L habitat. But the facts on the ground proved to be very varied, there is sow the seeds of

between 1000 - 3000 individuals per-cubic meter. Learn more about the state of theitrate of African catfish pond uahatini tarps are presented in Table 3.3.

3.3 Results Analysis of Livestock Farming Gains Swimming Sheeting Dumbo catfish in
the Ca ah County District of Jember 2015

Descriptions Total Production Cost
Structure

248,83
L2.791,,67

1..706.632,48

1.345.709,48
360.922,95

2.967.633,33

1,.255.000,B5
Primary Data Processed

Average profit rate of catfish farmers in the study sites is IDR 1.255.000,85 per scale
rrises or as much as ID_R 484.556,31- per 1.000 fry. These advantages are relatively high

of profitability of 42,38o/o when compared to ihe results of research AZ-zarniji andt (201,1) in Boyolali in 2010 where rentabilitasnya reached 37,02o/o.According io the
that every African catfish stocking of 1.00o fish tail, it will produce 100 kg of fish ready
vest, but the results of the study revealed that on ,u".rg" ur.h stockingig66 fish tail

produce ready to harvest as much as 1,L6,23 kg weight rati"o of L:1,16.

.I5 :3::,.::,11,-rionr 
,.,u tf.y" .r"u.rg" qrrntiry;f production that farmers already

:e a fairly high compared with the general arrerige in other areas. If viewed from the
of R/C ratio that catfish farming also has a value of R/C ratio than the condition of the

results in Boyolali, which in the study area has a R/c ratio is 1,74 and sebasar in
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Productions (Kg)
Price of Output (tDR /Kg)
Total Cost of Product :

a. Variable Cost [tDR)
b. Fixed Cost (tDR)
Revenue (IDR)

DR

78,85
27,1,5
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Boyolali as big as 1,59. That is to say with an average price of only IDR 12'000 per kg cattle

farm ofAfrican catfish pond tarp at the study site his i potential prospec! because it gives a

high enough Profit to farmers'

Economic Efficiency Jf ii*rto.r. Raising African catfish Swimming Sheeting

Based on the analysis of the .r,"'-Ei ptofit in the previous sub' it is necessary also

analyzed the level of efficiency by using ,n;';;;;"tt or totu-douglas production function' In

this analysis w,l be r"veaea auout how ih" ,ttrin*unt of econoriic efficiency, technical and

allocative. Selengkapkanya the results "f 
tft" 

"ifitiency 
analysis is presented in Table 3'4 can

be the following.

Table 3.4 Efficiency Analysis of Farm Animal Swimming sheeting African catfish in the

cangkring villa;e of Jenggawah counw District of Jember 2015 ---------
Technical

efficiencY (bi)
allocative
efficiencY

efficiencY (ET x
No Variable

1 wide Pool
2 fingerlings
3 Nutrients
4 additional nutrients

EA

5 SuPlement

3.15
?.568
-0.L76
-2.728
5.706
3.531

3.L7
6.99
0.19
1.89
6.72
5.19

10.00
17.95
(0.03)
(4.02)
38.34
18.33

6 Labor
Specification:
;'";;;;,Variable: Number of African Catfish Production

Source, Primary Data Processed

The average utilization of all production inputs on African catfish farming pool tarp in

the study site reachea , t"u"t of teihnic;i"1nti"nt, of 2'!1'but when viewed as an input of

production is knorr,il itr, ,r,. use of production-inpu.ts and livestock feed supplement

inefficient because Ep . 0 Breeders g'J"-ly o;tt dosl in food nutrition in fish' Generally

orovide 3 meals a day, but the average rr.*"t in most study sites provide meals up to 5 times

:TJ;:;r';."*,, ir,l'*" to feed onty ,p B0% in the cost structure some respondents even

reach 9oo/o oftrr" .ori or the other. fh"'ur" of production. inputs of seeds /-seedlings fish'

large pool tarp, supplements, medication;, ;;;;irt and laboi are still not efficient' That is

;;.:;;;t Jri.rn alu"top longer use in order to increase production'

ln allocative, use of production irrp"'t' in iiv"stoct farming of African catfish pond tarp

in the average study site has not efficierit, except for the use of fish feed is no longer efficient'

so inefficient a1o.'ation still can aaa irrputs and the need for a reduction in the use of

production inputs .h;;r; ;" longer .#;i;;i' Therefore' the average of a use of production

inputs have a t"r.i-oi".onomic "m.iur.y 
of L3,43 where the use of animal feed and food

additives from the snail, tiren, ,na r"."; ;;;; neiarif level of economic efficiency' If

dikomparasikan resea rch AZ-Zarn,i J;H;;aarto lzolr] on the analysis of the efficiency of

catfish farming in Boyolali concluded iil; ij catfislr farming in the study area are not

technically efficient-u-s'e of inputs ,t "t 
tn,,Jiu""'"pr"a w[tr ttre output destination must be

increased. lVhen viewed from the "ffi;;;;}ihe^price 
[EH) and eionomic efficiency (EEJ'

the catfish farming is inefficient wittr efiicienry value of 4'96 and' a price of economic

efficiencY bY 4,66.

CONCLUSION

1 The results of the simultaneous regression of^tlre entire socio-economic factors are

supposed to infl;;;;e ihe profit aJ.Une in African catfish farming fish pond tarp

significant effect ;;';;; ,igni'fi.rr." r","i o' This is demonstrated by the results of the

Proceedinssof rhetnternatf;::,'ff:::i:1"{::rtrti
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analysis where the value of the F-statc. > F-table, so the conclusion is to accept Hi or reject
H0. The test results of determination or keeeratan relationship between the variables
analyzed, also shows that all the socioeconomic factors that are supposed to influence the
dependent variable is quite high at RZ = 0,7L9 or with Adj-Rz = 0,618. This means that the
decline in African catfish farmers profit pool tarp at the study sites is affected by all the
independent variables were estimated at 7L,9o/o, the rest is influenced by other factors

outside the model.
2. Average profit rate of catfish farmers in the study sites is IDR 1.255.000,85 per business

scale or as much as IDR 484.556,37 per 1.000 fry. These advantages are relatively high
because of profitability [profitabilityJ of 42,38o/o. According to the theory that every
African catfish stocking of 1.000 fish tail, it will produce 100 kg of fish ready for harvest,

but the results of the study revealed that on average each stocking 1000 fish tail meat
produce ready to harvest as much as tL6,23 kg weight ratio of 7: 7,16.

3. Average use of all inputs to the production of African catfish farming pool tarp at the study
site reached a level of technical efficiency of 2,L1, but when viewed as an input of
production is known that the use of production inputs and livestock feed supplement
inefficient because Ep . 0 The use of production inputs of seed / seedling fish, large pool

tarp, supplements, medications, vitamins and labor are still not efficient. In allocative, use

of production inputs in livestock farming of African catfish pond tarp in the average study
site has not efficient, except for the use of fish feed is no longer efficient. The average use

of production inputs have a level of economic efficiency of 13,43 where the use of animal
feed and food additives from the snail, tiren, and lemuru have negarif level of economic
efficiency.
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Abstract

The increasing trend of fishery business development in |ember Regency, in fact not

accompanied by a decent Fishermen's fproportionalJ Exchange Rate' This is due to the

limited fishermen to access market oppoit nities, technology, and easy capital' so that the

fishermen have not enjoyed much reai iesrlts. This condition is caused by the production of

the catch is still to*, tt. quality of the fish has not met the standard, the price of fish is low

and the lack of support from the business world as well as the prerequisite condition of the

fish market facilities and infrastructure are clean, so less attract consumers to come buy. The

purpose of this research is to analyze the impact of the implementation of marketing strategy

model of marine fish marketing through hygienic fish market to new market structure,

marketing channel pattern, and'marketing efficiency of marine fish in fember Regency' In

order to achieve the purpose of this research, it is used descriptive quantitative and

qualitative research methods through survey technique of acidental sampling and

snowbolling sampling. Types of populition in this study are Fishermen, Traders including

groups who are .u*b"., of Poklaksar, and Consumers. The data collection techniques used

FGD,'lnd"pth Interview and observation. Data analysis used included descriptive analysis,

and marketing margin. The results of the research conclude: 1) Market structure in Hygienic

Fish Market model in |ember Regency is classified as Monopolistic Market which is more

aimed at oligopoly mariet, 2) Pattern of marine fish marketing channel that occur in hygienic

fish market model is coverin! three kinds of marketing channel pattern, and 3) Hygienic Fish

Marker Model can provide , frirty high share of Fisher [Farmer's share) margin [58'95%),

meaning that the marketing of marine fish model has been achieved Efficiency'

Keywords: Market Structure, Marketing Channel Pattern and Marketing Efficiency

BACKGROUND

The increasing trend of economic development of central fisheries in Indonesia and

East |ava has not bJen followed by perkembangnnya in fember regency' Even according to

East java BpS that the Fishermm E*ih"t ge Rate 1ffRl of East fava in March 2014 decreased

Uy O.-af percent, from 105.31 in February ZOt+ to 104.99 in March 20L4. This is because the

p.i.. ira"* received by fishermen experienced An increase of 0.04 percent while the price

index paid by fishermen increased by 0.34 percent- The ten major commodities that

experienced an increase in the price indexes received by fishermen are mackerel, snapper'

swordfish, swallow / swada fish, swanggi fish, crabs, grouper fish, goldfish,, and skipjack'

While the ten major commodities that eiierienced a deirease in the price indexes received
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by fishermen were lemuru fish, squid, fish, tembang kuwe f bebara, peperek, pomfret,
shrimp, lotung fish and stingrays.

The above conditions are caused by the low yield of fish, the quality of the fish has not
met the standard, the price of fish is low and the lack of support from the business world as
well as the condition of fish market facilities and infrastruc- ture that less attract consumers
come to buy. The existence of Fish Auction Place [FAP) as a glossary market that local
governments are expected to be able to use as a fish trading center is not optimally utilized by
fish market participants. Several facts on the ground show that in general the society's
appreciation of the traditional marketing model of marine fish tends to be negative, that is,
for example, seems slums, smelly and less hygiene. This condition implies the lack of
maximum market role in an effort to encourage economic activity in coastal areas that lead to
the dependence of fishermen fate economically.

The utilization of marine resources in |ember Regency is still around 22o/o, while the
potential is wide open because the consumption level of fish population in fember regency is
L9.2 kg f capita / year which is expected to reach ideal condition that is 31,4 kg / capita /
year IDG Fishery ,2007).ln order to improve the marketing aspect so that the fishermen can
enjoy the results and the consumers are guaranteed the level of satisfaction, it is necessary to
develop an integrative marketing strategy. Several facts on the ground show that in general
the appreciation of the community toward conventional managed marine fish marketing
model tends to be negative, that is, for example, seems slums, smelly and less hygiene.
Inefficient marketing system encourages less maximally the role of the market in an effort to
drive economic activity in coastal areas. Economic growth in this region will be faster, if all
stakeholders including local institutions can perform their functions and roles optimally in a
conceptual framework model of integrated strategr of fish marketing holistically.

The results of research Hadi et al. [2015) reveals that: 1) The market structure of
marine fish marketing in fember Regency is Monopolistic Competition Market that leads to
negative cover [monopoly market), marketing channel aspect [there are 6 marketing chain
patterns); Market behavior Fish prices are determined by traders and Pengambek and there
is no significant institutional role; 2) As many as 58.33% of economic actors stated that FAP
managers did not do a good market management model, so as many as 45Vo of respondents
stated that they are not satisfied. The condition is further aggravated by the absence of
government efforts to facilitate the involvement of local institutions such as financial
institutions and partnerships with related institutions that support the marine fish
enlargement system in the study area. The phenomenon in this research area also occurs in
other coastal areas as revealed by the results of research Kurniawan et al.2013 in Kecamatan
Kelok Pasuruan that the weakness of the implementation of programs and activities of the
agency is an element of institutional strengthening and strengthening partnerships with
financial institutions have not been met.

The development of hygienic fish market [HFM) model in fember District is very urgent
to be implemented because considering the fishery result in fember Regenry still not served
its needs maximally. This is because the fish marketing model in fember is still scattered in
different places. Similarly, technical standards of quality and hygienic fishery products have
not been optimally applied, especially in traditional markets. Whereas the future
development of the demands of the application of quality and hygienic technical standards is
an absolute necessity for consumer protection. Based on these matters, in |ember Regency
should be built facilities and marketing infrastructure of fishery products centered on several
areas of hygienic fish market. Therefore, the objectives of this study are as follows: to analyze
the impact of the implementation of marketing strategy model of marine fish marketing
through hygienic fish market [HFM) to new market structure, marketing channel pattern and
marketing efficiency of fishery.
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METHODS

Methods, Time and Location Research
This type of research is descriptive quantitative and qualitative research, namely

research that aims to find facts with appropriate interpretation. Meanwhile, the method used
in this research is survey method, descriptive method of continuity fcontinuity descriptive)
with panel technique, Snowbolling Sampling [Nazir, 19BS) and other methods as needed both
Probability Sampling and Non Probability Sampling.
Determination of Time and Location Research

This follow-up study was conducted in 20'1,6 and the location of this research was
conducted in FAP Puger area of Puger Sub-district of Jember Regency by purposive sampling
on the consideration that HFM development was placed in FAP Puger kasawan as pilot
project. In addition, the institutional research sites are conducted at the Livestock, Fisheries
and Marine Service Office of fember Regency, local FAP office and other literature studies.
Resources, Types and Data Collection Techniques

Based on the source that the data collected in this study includes primary data and
secondary data. Primary data were obtained from Fishermen, Merchants [Marketing
Institutions], Consumers, and FAP Managers collected by combining several complementary
data collection techniques that include: FGD, Indepth Interview and observation. While for
secondary data collected from institution related to this research. The determination of
population and sample of respondents is done by data collection technique is done by
accidental sampling and Snowbolling sampling, and purposive sampling [singarimbun and
Effendi, L9B7).
Data analysis

In order to know the impact of the application of integrative marketing model of
marine fish marketing through development of HFM Model to new market structure and
marketing channel pattern, the quantitative and qualitative descriptive analysis is used. As
for knowing the level of marketing efficiency of fish at HFM on each pattern of channel that
was built then used marketing margin analysis.

RESUTTS AND DISCUSSION

Market Structure of Sea Fish on HFM Model
Before discussing the structure of PIH, the following is disclosed the condition of HFM

model in this research, ie there are restaurant [restaurant) culinary at HFM business is a
small part that is at UD Kerapu Jaya (model that already operated first) and Restaurant Ikan
Bakar Seefood IHFM model engineering resultsJ. Freezerbox eguipmen! cool boxes, motor
boxes, toilets, musholla, bulk ice equipment and parking lots as well as electrical installation
equipment of some traders have been built [available) and others have not. The other
facilities such as fish storage pond, sorting room, quality test room, office space, waste
disposal and live flsh aquarium equipment, processed fish case show, sorting, waste
processing, and water installation have not been built most of the traders are not yet
available.

Nevertheless, the shape of the building looks modern equipped with open culinary
restaurants and exhibition halls as well as open spaces to play for children's customers
[consumers). Because of the modernity of the form and building facilities are always clean it
is clear hygiene and place the product offered. In addition, hygiene is seen in the trades
culture where traders always group and mark the fish that have been sorted to be more
organized and every morning, afternoon and afternoon always clean and spray water on the
streets of the market with Go Fresh Spray like Free Biolet made From the coconut shell so as
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not- to smell fishy. In addition, to keep it looking clean, dry and hygienic, the kitchen andbathroom should be designed open to optimize air circulation. Therefore, the need forbuilding materials with water absorbent material (coral and con blocksJ to keep it dry or noteasy to moist' The design of the PIH building is done through the approach of local culturalcharacteristics of how to trade coastal communities in the research area. Because with thisapproach HFM building will be more interact or accepted by the surrounding communitywhich also become an icon that characterizes the local .rltr." of ;ember community.
The results revealed that the market structure in the hygienic fish markei model [semi-modernJ in |ember District is aiming at the Monopolistic Competition Market that leads topositive kutup or oligopoly market. This condition ii in accordance with the of inio, of reguhand Muhammad (2010) that the market of monopolistic competition is basically a marketthat lies between two types of extreme market, namely perfect competition market andmonopoly market. There is also a mention that the .nonofolirtic market is a combination of aperfectly competitive market with a monopoly markei. Therefore, its properties containelements of the nature of the monopoly rnrit"i and the elements of the peifect market ofcompetition. Monopolistic competition market can be defined as a market where there aremany producers that produce differentiated products.
After the introduction of the HFM model into the traditional fish market system into asemi-modern marine fish market despite its small scale, the monopolistic market shifts in thedirection of oligopoly and oligopsoni rivalries althoujh it is unlikely to lead to a perfectlyfinalized fparietal) competition market, at least nJt to A powerful monopoly market.Nevertheless the implications of applying this model will at least improve the marine flshmarketing system that js proving tb-run less efficiently. so that in the future it will becomemore efficient whereall 

-market 
participants will receive a share of proportionai ,nd rationalprofit levels' Especially if the commitment of the local institutional role is stronger to supportthe integration of marketing of marine fish.to *r.tuting .y;tems that the level 6f efficiency ismore massive' The condition is in accordance with thg results of research conducted byPrihatmaji in 20L2 that PIH Design in Rembang through coastal culture characteristicsApproach is intended for marine fish marketing cail .un -I." efficiently.

In terms of market structure, the characlteristics of the product can be illustrated thatthe perishabelity of fish catch is tentative, which Ieads to absolute, since the characteristics offishery products are easily damaged but in HFM there has been hygienic treatment and hasremained fresh since from sea catch [ship], landing And retail ....irnt di.pir; can Iast atleast 2 weeks after fishing. Neveriheless, the iesults of the study revealed that theperishabelity can be reduced even though there is not necessarily any hygienic treatmen!because a small percentage of skipper/fengambeklp..rrarr treats the fish catch from thecapitalized fishermen, ie coldstorage p.o.ess, or distiibuted directly to traders, retailers andcollectors in the form of fresh fish, especially the typ" or i"-rru fish, squid, layur and shrimp.Thus it is expected to create a level of maximum satisfaction as the results of researchsibghatallah in 2006 on consumer Satisfaction at Hygienic Fish Market pejompongan -
|akarta where the level of consumer increases more than 350/0.

It is also illustrated by the characteristics of market structure in the barrier aspects ofentry and exit in the traditional marine fish market in fember Regency where the barriers arerelatively easy' Fishermen who will sell their fish catch are very easy to sell to traders in FApor outside FAP including HFM, especially most fishermen have skipper or investor to selltheir catch' It's just that for new triders who will enter and run business in this market willnot get much convenience, except coordinate with the pengambek and at the same time theFAP management does not determine the conditions. tire.e-rore, the TpI managers who havetwo assisted groups (@ 20 fishermen) are trying to empower the marine fish bisiness slowly.Some of its members formed a Forum called il4arketing Executive Group and through thisforum, fishermen, wholesalers / wholesalers / wholesa'iers and retailers based on hygieneare trying to engineer HFM slowly starting on a small scale.
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The technological aspects of market structure prevailing in the traditional and semi-
modern market of marine fish in Jember Regency can also be revealed that the capital
intensity of financial institutions at the local Ievel tends to be positively responded, There are
only two cooperative fishermen namely Nusa Barong CooperaUve jnd Sumber faya
Cooperative that can provide business capital for fishermen, but the results of research in this
second year revealed that 66.660/o will strengthen will help in capital and the rest helps in
marketing. Although the traditional marine fish marketing system in the research area, some
conventional financial institutions such as BRI, BPD fatim and others have provided a
blacklist for fishermen not to provide capital loans due to the very poor repayment rate that
is below 250/0. Or with others that the level of lending collectability in the study area is low.
This condition is in line with the results of Kholifah, Hadi and Herlambang research on the
Restoration of Collectability of Revolving PNPM Mandiri Urban Program Loans in Situbondo
District in 20LL which revealed that most (600/o) have a degree of collectability (K-5). This
means that the Repayment Rate is very low and the return congestion rate is very bad (high
risk). This phenomenon is relatively similar to the phenomenon that occurs in the research
area because most of the research areas are located in coastal areas and with the same
cultural background.

Meanwhile, the specialization of catch fish is almost non-existen! but there are several
types of fish that are characteristic in each FAP, such as FAP Payangan - Ambulu type of lopter
fish or shrimp and tuna, tuna species, lemuru, tengiri, and anchovy in FAP Puger, a type of
squid fish from Gettem Gumukmas and Cakalang in Paseban Kencong. Meanwhile,
deversification of fish that must be sold there are no binding rules because basically the types
of fish that can be caught by fishermen occur naturally based on the fish season in the waters
where fishermen go to sea. But in processed products, shrimp paste is characteristic of FAP
Puger.

Furthermore if it may be categorized as a specialization or product differentiation
according to aspects of product characteristics according to fish species, then in the study
area divided into the fish class inferior - normal (middle to lower) is the result of tangkaoan
fish the middle of the sea by collected such as species of tuna, banyar, Putian, solop and
others. While the upper-middle-class category is a fish species whose presence in the seabed
section is captured by means of lures such as tengiri fish specialis! rock grouper, red grouper,
dorang, snapper and others. The more specialis! especially in the Ionely fish months in the
coastal area Payangan Ambulu, then it is a large shrimp specialist fish (lopter) much hunted
by local fishermen through diving or fishing. In the lonely months of fish with big wave waves
like today, many fishermen go to sea to lure nener [seed/lopter seed) is divided into three
categories, namely: the type of stone, pearl and white where the price per tail can reach IDR
75.000, - at the fisherman level.
Channel Marketing Patterns

In the marketing channel of marine fish in fember Regency before the HFM model was
built there were five kinds of marketing channel pattern. After the HFM model is applied,
although on a small scale, the marketing pattern of marine fish still forms on" mark"ting
channel pattern. Fish trade is conducted directly between traders and buyers along witfi
bargaining systems for price agreements. This is to suit the cultural trades of coastal
communities in general. Fishermen or fish traders can rent or buy space (retail) in special in
FAP or its surroundings with PIH facility to sell their fish. Retail-retail is grouped and
segregated by type of fish to facilitate visitors to choose fish. With this simple engineered
HFM, the fishermen have the opportunity to sell their fish not only to middlemen, fishermen
group / traders and retailers, but directly to individual consumers (retail) so that HFM is
expected to stand but FAP will still operate. In this simple HFM engineering group of
fishermen (Forum Poklaksar) has a major role as the main mirketing 

"g"ri.y 
for hygienicfish

marketing because it is still newly conditioned deliberately. The following illustrates the
marketing channel pattern with both the old [FAP) and semi-modern (HFM) systems in the
research area as presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Sea Fish Marketing Channel in fember District
fSource: Primary Data Processed, 2016J

Sea Fish Marketing EfficiencyAfter Implementation of HFM Model
Discussion of marine marketing marine marketing margin of HFM in the research area

is described based on the marketing channel pattern that was developed along with the
discussion about marketing efficiency to answer the proposed hypothesis. In table 3.3 it is
revealed that the pattern of marketing channels that occur in HFM can give the share of
fishermen's margin [Farmer's share) is quite high, ie 58.95o/o. This means that marketing of
marine fish based on hygiene in the research area runs efficiently. Based on the opinion of
Gultom (7996) in Son Bisuk [2009) that in general a system of trading for [some) agricultural
products can be said to be efficient if the share of farmers' margin is above 50%. Furthermore,
in the opinion of Gultom (1996) based on the calculation of Marketing Efficiency [Em) with
the formulation of mathematical formula: prn = (Marketing Cost/Selling price) x 100%o each
[lDR/Kg) then the smaller the value of Em, the marketing of agricultural commodities more
efficient and vice versa. To find out which channels are most efficient, each marketing
channel compares Em's value to the number of marketing agencies involved.

The results of the second year study show as shown in Table 3.1 that the hygienic fish
marketing institutes such as the Collector/Poklasar fSmall Party) have Em = 4.8, while the
marketing institutions such as Retail + / Culinary [n and Out of the RegionJ 3.58. This means
that the marketing efficiency experienced by HFM Collectors/Poklaksar/Medlemen (Small
Party) is no more efficient than that experienced by Retailers+ / Culinary fln and Out Area).
This is due to the marketing costs incurred by the Collector/Poklaksar/ Medlemen than
others despite having a higher margin share (2Oo/o). The marketing costs incurred by the
Collectors/Poklaksar/ middlemen include: the cost of hygienic treatment, labor costs, and
transportation. However, proportionately the profit gained by each marketing agency
involved is fairly fair, since the profit rate of collectors/Poklaksar/Medlemen is higher (+,2A1
than at the retail level [4,00).
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58,95

20,00

17,89

Buying splrino Marketing
1'.i,::',.'riYpe , -,of.-,..!{-arkii $::t',,.&ic*}tr,,-::::l: costs..-qi{![
,ilf.,r.rirsdE11tqi.r,,,.,,di "t"'' -- a:t,seasonal :rTf , Hygrenii"'':
,,: , :Flyg1enis Fiilr ,t**at Fee) $DR $;" ' Treatm@t:r

'''.tl**X;,,1Ke) '*b' ODR/Kd}I:

1 types of fish 3.500
Fisherman's level [PfJ
Collectors/Poklaksar/

2 Medlemen [Small 28.000
Party)
Retail+/ Kuliner

3 finside and Outdoors) 39.000
fPr')

28.000 1.500

37.500 1.800

47.500 7.700

23.000

7.700

6.800

Table 3.1. Results of Marine Marketing Margin Analysis on Hygienic Fish Market

Average Prices of all

Share Marsin of Market f%o) 10,53 30,53
Marketins Marein [MP) 19.500 Total Share Margin 100,00

L,

2.

3.

Source: Primary Data Processed

CONCLUSION

The market structure of marine fish marketing in |ember Regency is Monopolistic
Competition Market and more aimed at perfect competition market,
The pattern of marketing channels formed after the implementation of HFM is still one

kind of marketing channel pattern: Fisherman ) Collectors / Poklaksar/Small Wholesaler
) Retailer + / Culinary [n and Out of Area) ) Final Consumer
Share of fisherman's margin fFarmer's share) is high enough that is equal to 58,95o/o,

meaning that marketing system in HFM model run efficiently. Because the system for
trading fpart) of agricultural products can be said to be efficient if the share of farmers'
margins are above 50%. Furthermore, hygienic fish marketing institutes such as Pengepul

/ Poklaksar [Small Party) have Em = 4.8, while marketing institutions such as Retail + /
Culinary fln and Out) have Em = 3.58.
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Abstract 
 

The purpose of this study is included: Analyzing the socioeconomic factors that caused the 
decrease in livestock farming profits tarp African catfish ponds in the study area; Knowing 
the profit rate of African catfish farming pond tarp in the study area, and analyze the level of 
efficiency of African catfish pond fish farming sheeting in the area of research both allocative 
efficiency  technical and economical. Furthermore, to achieve the three objectives referred to, 
then usedquantitative descriptive method with survey techniques  The population in this 
study were African catfish pond fish farmers in the village tarp Cangkring Jember District of 
Jenggawah efforts that have experienced a declining rate of profit. The data analysis 
technique used is the analysis of Cobb - Douglass function of profit , and the frontier 
production function analysis of profit. The results of this study concluded : 1) socio-economic 
factors are thought to influence the profit decline in fish farming catfish pond tarp at the sites 
run significantly at 5 % significance level α with the level of determination of 0,618; 2 ) The 
average rates of profit breeders catfish in the study site is IDR 1.255.000,85 per business 
scale or as much as IDR  484.556,31 per 1,000 fry the profitability of 42.38 %, and 3) average 
use of all inputs in the production of African catfish farming has a pool tarp technical 
efficiency of 2,11, at 6,36 allocative efficiency and economic efficiency level of 13,43. 

  
Keywords: Eficiency , Profit , Frontier , Swimming Sheeting,  and Organic. 

 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Basically catfish with a model pool tarp relatively low cost, only with approximately 

less than IDR 500,000 for the creation of a pool tarp with tarp size of 5 x 4 m below lelenya 
fingerlings, catfish peteni already will be able to enjoy the benefits of his efforts with 
abundant. Cultivation process with this pattern actually has a value of economic 
empowerment of village communities, namely from the manufacture of pool community 
involving some villages, such as for cutting bamboo, leveling the ground, transporting organic 
fertilizer, and so forth. Selanjutya no fertilization process to grow the microorganisms that 
will become food catfish, catfish farming is done because using techniques largely inorganic 
and organic as well as some others do as well liming to neutralize the  pH  of pool water.  

Since the beginning of african catfish farming in the village Cangkring of Jenggawah 
Caounty Jember District of went as expected, but in its development during the last 2 years, 
these fish tend to lethargy. Yet on the other hand catfish demand continues to increase over 
time, but the phenomenon is contrary to the logic of the law of demand - supply. The higher 
the demand for a goods and services, then the price of the goods goes up due to the amount of 
goods on offer tend to be a little (Soediyono, 1995). African catfish prices at the consumer 
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level in Jember in 2014 reached IDR 15,000, - per kg, but in 2013 only reached IDR 9,000, - 
per kg. According to the results of the analysis of farming, that BEV African catfish is IDR 
11,500, - per kg, the price of feed manufacturers and even then with a steady (constant). But 
the longer, the more catfish feed prices surged, while for alternative solutions such as snails, 
slugs and dead chickens, its existence does not guarantee to meet the needs of animal feed 
catfish.  

Catfish farmers in the village have not had Cangkring initiation and innovation 
strategies in solving problems. The absence of a group of farmers, causing bargaining power 
and access to information and technology and capital are quite weak. They are very 
dependent on the strength of her each sharp without being able to think of the potential 
outside himself. Therefore, Hernanto (1996) states that what is revealed is not actually the 
presence of other factors on the farm itself and which is beyond the farmers' efforts. Which 
should be of concern to an established farming, keter¬batasan that exist in itself to be 
overcome by digging to opportunity outside environment. In fact not just dig, even more 
should be able to express the force push and overcome the factors outside. The scope of this 
study is limited only issue african catfish (Clarias gariepinus) through the media pool tarp. 
The object of research is the variety of African catfish farmer who manages his farm in 
Cangkring Village of Jenggawah County of Jember District. 

Based on the above description, it is a problem in this study plan can be formulated as 
follows: what are the socioeconomic factors that caused the decline in the profit rate of 
African catfish farm animals in the study area pool tarp ?; What degree of business profits 
teknak African catfish rehabilitated and reconstructed media pool tarp in the study area?, 
And How the level of efficiency of African catfish pond fish farming in the study area tarp ?. 
Therefore, it is the goal of this research is: Analyze the socioeconomic factors that caused the 
decline in the rate of profit animal breeding African catfish pond tarp in the study area, 
knowing the level of business profits through media teknak African catfish pond tarp in the 
study area; and analyze the level of efficiency of African catfish pond fish farming in the study 
area well tarp allocative efficiency, technical and economical. 
 
 

METHODS 
 

Location Research  
This research has been conducted in Cangkring Village of Jenggawah County of Jember 

District.  Determination of the location of this research was determined by purposive 
sampling on the following considerations (Jember Statistics Office, 2014) that the number of 
African catfish pond fish farmers in Jember tarp in the village of Cangkring  District of 
Jenggawah them there in the village. Another consideration is the livestock farmers in the sub 
district Jenggawah catfish hardest hit and many have gone out of business due to the cost of 
production exceeds the total income. 
Sampling Techniques and Data Collection   

This research is a descriptive study, the research aims to describe the events 
(phenomena) as a systematic, factual and accurate information on the facts, properties and 
relationships between phenomena that occur in the present. Meanwhile, the method used in 
this study is a survey method. Furthermore, the method of determining the sample taken by 
simple random sampling of at least 10% of the population and sources of data collected in 
this research plan includes primary data and secondary data.  
Data Analysis (Model Specifications)  
Answering the First Goal (Gain Function Cobb-Douglass)  

To answer the first goal of socio-economic factors causing the decline in the profit rate 
of African catfish farming used analysis tool Function Cobb-Douglass advantage. Gains of 
African catfish farmers received were analyzed by a simple mathematical formula can be 

- TC. Furthermore Frontier Production 
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Function is used to describe the relationship between inputs and outputs in the production 
process to determine the level of production efficiency (Battese dan Corra (1977 in Coelli, et 
al., 1996) as follows: Ln Y = b0 + b1LnX1 b2LnX2 +  b3LnX3 + b4LnX4 + b5LnX5 + (Vi – Ui). 
Frontier production function is estimated using a stochastic frontier production function 
method (Stochactic Frontier Production Function), which is obtained using a Maximum 
Likelihood Method. Efficiency is a concept that is relative. A situation that is economically 
efficient, may be inefficient when faced with different sizes (Zen, 2002). There are three 
concepts of efficiency, ie the efficiency of the technique (ET), economic efficiency (EE), the 
efficiency of the price (EP). Economic efficiency will be achieved when the technique has 
achieved efficiency and price efficiency. If the value of the efficiency of > 1 means the use of 
inputs needs to be improved, if the value of efficiency = 1 means that the optimal input 
allocation, if the value of the efficiency of <1 means the use of inputs need to be reduced 
(Soekartawi, 2003). To test this hypothesis, if the value of efficiency (technical, price, and 
economic) average is not equal to one, then the hypothesis is accepted. 

Simply put, according Nopirin (1997), the efficiency can mean the absence of waste. 
Efficiency price / allocative efficiency by Soekartawi (2008), used when the production 
function is Cobb-Douglas function, then: Y = AXB or Ln Y = A + bLnX Ln, then the marginal 
production conditions are: ∂Y / ∂X = b ( The coefficient of elasticity parameters). In the Cobb-
Douglas production function, then b is called the regression coefficient which also illustrates 
the elasticity of production. Thus, the marginal production value (MPV) production factor X, 
can be written as follows: MPV = bYPy / X, where: b = elasticity of production, Y = the 
production, Py = price of production, and X = the number of production factor X. According to 
Nicholson (1995), the efficiency achieved when the price comparison between the marginal 
productivity of each input (MPV xi) at a price of inputs (Vi) or "Ki" = 1. this condition requires 
MPVxi the same as the price of a factor X or can be written as follows: MPV = Px, bYPx / X = 
Px, or bYPy / XPx = 1 where: Px = price of a factor X. In practice the value of Y, Py, X and Px is 
taken the average value, so that the equation becomes: bYPy/ẋPx = 1, Technical  efficiency is 
done through an approach using the approach of the ratio of the variance as developed by 
Battese and Corra (1977) in Coelli (1996): γ = (ζu2) / (ζv2 + ζu2), if γ close to 1, ζv2 near zero 
and Ui is the error rate in the equation shows inefficiency. In this study, the differences 
between the management and the results of efficiency is the most important part because 
kekhusussan management. Furthermore, this analysis to identify the impact of differences in 
several factors. 

Jondrow et all in Zen et al, (2002) shows the average conditions in Ui and εi in the 
following equation: E (Ui I εi) = (ζu ζv / ζ) {[F (εi λ ζ-1) / ( 1-F (εi λ ζ-1))] - (εi λ ζ-1), where: εi 
= is the sum of V1 and Ui, ζ = is the equation for (ζv2 + ζu2) 1/2, λ = is the ratio of ζu and ζv, f 
and F is the standard normal density and distribution functions εi evaluation of λ ζ-1. To get 
technical efficiency (TE) of catfish farming can be done with the following calculation: TEI = 
exp [E (Ui I εi)], where: 0 ≤ TEI ≤ 1, TE is the efficiency of the technique and Exp is the 
exponent. Meanwhile, according to Wardani, Musofie and Harwono, (1997) that economic 
efficiency is the product of the entire technical efficiency and allocative efficiency of the entire 
price or input factors. Efficiency catfish farming can be expressed as follows: EE = TER. AER, 
Where: EE = Economic Efficiency, TER = Tehnical Efficiency Rate, and AER = allocative 
efficiency Rate.  
 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
Profile of Respondents 

The description of the profile of respondents to be covered include: aspects of age, 
education level, and the long experience of trying and business scale is measured from the 
broad aspects of the pool and the number of African catfish fingerlings. The average age of the 
respondent farmers in the traditional market research sample was 42,97 years, which means 
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all respondents were in the productive age (15-64 years). Age of a person in the group is 
physically and mentally able to work and strive optimally. It found that the majority 
(76,67%) of respondents have adequate physical strength and mental stable so inclined can 
run the business well. The average level of formal education of respondents breeders known 
to work only 9,97 years or have graduated from junior high school and even some have been 
mengeyam up to high school. Meanwhile, the average length of experience of trying to trade 
the respondent farmers in the African catfish location is still ongoing research is conducted 
within a period of 3,5 years. The results of the study revealed that most (80%) of respondents 
have experience cultivating farmers catfish in the pond tarp is still less than 5 years and only 
3,33% of respondents classified as having high-flying craft fishing in running this business. 
Furthermore, the average production capacity of African catfish pond fish farmers just tarp 
totaled approximately 3000 fingerlings of the tail, with the range between 1000 sd. 5000 
Tails on large scale pool tarp average of 23,67 m2 ranging from size 4 to 54 m2.  
Socio-Economic Factors Cause of decline in rate of return  

 To answer the first goal of socio-economic factors causing the decline in the profit 
rate of African catfish pond fish farming tarp then used analysis tool Function Cobb-Douglass 
advantage. 
 
Table 3.1 Results of Regression Analysis of Economic Factors Cause of decline in social, 

Livestock Business Advantage Swimming Sheeting Dumbo Catfish in the Cangkring 
Village of Jenggawah  County District of Jember 2015 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

(Constant) 1763.443 816.159  2.161** .042 

Quantity 1.196 0.570 0.529 2.097* .048 

Price_Output 68.350 56.014 0.278 1.220* .096 

Price_Nutritions -3.390 0.150 -0.482 -2.601*** .017 

Educations 2.665 14.881 0.038 0.179 ns .860 

Olong experience 29.306 20.463 0.266 1.432 ns .167 

Frequency extension workers 
visit 

23.234s 26.529 0.162 0.876 ns .391 

Market information 171.997 92.899 0.317 1.851* .078 

Remarks : 
Dependent Variable : Profit 
F-tabel(α5%/2) : 2.04,  Adjusted-R Square : 0.618,  R-Square : 0.719 
*** = Significant at α1%, ** = signifkan on α5%, * = Significant at α10%, ns = non-significant  
Source: Primary Data Processed 

Table 3.1 above shows that the results of the simultaneous regression of all 
independent variables significantly influence the dependent variable at 5% significance level 
α. This is demonstrated by the results of the analysis where the value of the F-count > F-table, 
so the conclusion is to accept Hi or reject H0. If the results of the regression analysis if the 
equation is written, it will wake up the model equations profit function as follows:  

Y = 888.99 X11.196X268.35X3-3.39X42.66 X529.31 X623.2 X7-8.81D171.99. 
The test results of determination or closeness relationship between the variables 

analyzed, also shows that all the socioeconomic factors that are supposed to influence the 
dependent variable is quite high at 0,719 R2 or with Adj-R2 0,618. This means that the 
decline in African catfish farmers profit pool tarp at the study sites is affected by all the 
independent variables were estimated at 71,9%, the rest is influenced by other factors 
outside the model. Furthermore, each of the independent variables were regressed against 
the dependent variable to determine partially the keberartiannya. Proven results of t-test 
that the variable education level of respondents, farming experience and the frequency of 
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visits to the site workers visit catfish farming in the study site had no significant effect on the 
falling rate of profit breeders at 10% significance level α. The length of experience raising 
African catfish also empirically at the study site was not much take effect to business 
management resulting in higher profits. In addition, the success factor of the workers visit 
field visits also did not affect the level of benefit farmers, ranchers already visited because 
without innovation and the creation of a self-taught without any coaching or mentoring. 
Therefore, the three independent variables can be compiled into a single independent 
variable is the variable that management influence on the dependent variable can be 
significant.  

Total production of African catfish fairly significant influence on the level of farm profit, 
it is supported by the results of a simple regression analysis where t count> t-table at the 
10% significance level α. In this economic logic is appropriate karen if the amount of 
production increased by 1%, then the farmer will profit also rose by 1,196% with cateris 
paribus assumption. Similarly, the sale price in the African catfish farmer level significantly 
affected the rate of profit breeder shown by the results of t-test with a value of t count> t-
table at the level of 10% and a coefficient value of 1,196. This means that if the selling price 
was up 1%, then the rate of profit increases by 1,19%. Market information variables also 
significantly affect the increase farmer profits on real and often aloof sphere α 10% with a 
value of 171,99 koefieisn regression. Various information regarding the price of feed, the 
price of the product, market demand, technological innovation development outside and 
relevant government policy strongly encourages farmers to better manage their business 
premises, so that the output value of animal husbandry of African catfish tend to be higher 
than without receiving information from the outside. The above explanation is strongly 
supported by the fact, as shown in table 3.2 below. 

 
Table 3.2 Supporting Data in Regression Analysis of Economic Factors Cause of decline in 

social, Livestock Business Advantage Swimming Sheeting Dumbo Catfish in the 
Cangkring Village of Jenggawah  County District of Jember 2015 

No Social economic factor description reason 
number of 

Respondents 
(people) 

% 

1 The cost of feed is too high 

Manufacturing type PF 800, 781 -1, 781-2 
and 781-3, P 1000 and Hibrofit 

14 47 

Non Manufacturing (Chicken Tiren, leaves, 
conch,, worms, Apmas know, Lemuru, bran 
/ bran, anchovies Pabriotik and anchovy 

11 37 

Mixture (Manufacturing and Non-
Manufacturing 

5 17 

2 
The portion of the cost of 
inputs for very high feed 
allocation 

The portion of 50%  5 17 
The portion of 60%  13 43 
The portion of 70%  6 20 
The portion of 90%  1 3 

3 
Production rates are 
relatively low  
 

Under Rp 10,000 /kg 3 10 

Between Rp 10,000 - 13,000/Kg 18 60 

Above Rp13,000/Kg 9 30 

4 
Motivation Breeders in 
African catfish pond tarp  
 

Looking for high profit  7 23 
On their own initiative  7 23 
Try affected friend  12 40 
Filling the void time  1 3 
Following the suggestion extension workers 3 10 

5 
Frequency of visits to the 
field officer field 
 

No visit yet nev  17 57 
've Been only 1 time  6 20 
've Been between 2-3 times  3 10 
've Been more than 3 times 4 13 

Source: Primary Data Processed 
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In Table 3.2 above gives an example on its significant variable input prices significantly 
affect the rate of profit in the African catfish farming livestock research sites on the real level 
of 1%. Regression coefficient value implies that the rise of prices of production inputs by 1%, 
then the rate of profit will decline by 3,39% assuming cateris paribus. This condition is 
supported by the fact that as many as 47% of farmers use feed ingredients manufacturers and 
most of the others (17%) using a mixture of feed materials (manufacturers and non-
manufacturers) and the rest (37%) using a non feedstuff manufacturer. It is known that the 
price of feed manufacturers from time to time is up so make kendalan serious for farmers. 
Even the use of feed manufacturers with a portion of 90% of all types of feed available, done 
by 3% of farmers and the lower portion (50%) is only done by 17% of farmers alone.  

On the other hand, the price of production of the African catfish lowest is IDR 10.000,- / 
kg only accepted by 10% of respondents, the highest price of IDR 13.000,- / kg only 60% of 
respondents who received the selling price of IDR 12.000,- / kg. Though the price of the 
product on the market at the same time generally prevailing price of between IDR 14.550, - 
Rp 16.000,- / kg. These conditions have implications for the declining rate of profit breeders 
so analsisi simple regression results indicate that these variables are very significant effect on 
the rate of profit to the African catfish farming livestock to be proportionate reversed pattern 
of influence. 
Gain levels African Catfish Farming Livestock Pool Tarp 

Average farm production of African catfish pond tarp in the study site reached 248,83 
kg per production process per 2.590 fry fish or fish seed per 1.000 the average number of 
production as much as 96,07 kg per production process. This production is done on an area of 
the tarpaulin 31 m3 with an average stocking of fish as many as 827 individuals per 357 m3 
by spreading the tail - tail 2.083,33. According to the recommendation that the per cubic 
meter pools, the amount of fish seed to be stocked between 350-500 tails to create comfort 
for fish habitat. But the facts on the ground proved to be very varied, there is sow the seeds of 
fish between 1000 - 3000 individuals per cubic meter. Learn more about the state of the 
profit rate of African catfish pond uahatani tarps are presented in Table 3.3. 

 
Table 3.3 Results Analysis of Livestock Farming Gains Swimming Sheeting Dumbo catfish in  

the Cangkring Village of Jenggawah  County District of Jember 2015 

No Descriptions Total 
Production Cost 

Structure (%) 

1 Productions (Kg)              248,83    
2 Price of Output  (IDR /Kg)         12.191,67    
3 Total Cost of Product :    1.706.632,48    

  a. Variable Cost (IDR)    1.345.709,48  78,85 
  b. Fixed Cost  (IDR)       360.922,95  21,15 
4 Revenue (IDR)    2.961.633,33    

5 Profit (IDR)    1,.255.000,85    
Source: Primary Data Processed 
 

Average profit rate of catfish farmers in the study sites is IDR 1.255.000,85 per scale 
enterprises or as much as IDR 484.556,31 per 1.000 fry. These advantages are relatively high 
because of profitability of 42,38% when compared to the results of research AZ-Zarnuji and 
Hendarto (2011) in Boyolali in 2010 where rentabilitasnya reached 37,02%. According to the 
theory that every African catfish stocking of 1.000 fish tail, it will produce 100 kg of fish ready 
for harvest, but the results of the study revealed that on average each stocking 1000 fish tail 
meat produce ready to harvest as much as 116,23 kg weight ratio of 1: 1,16.  

The above conditions are true average quantity of production that farmers already 
produce a fairly high compared with the general average in other areas.  If viewed from the 
aspect of R/C ratio that catfish farming also has a value of R/C ratio than the condition of the 
research results in Boyolali, which in the study area has a R/C ratio is 1,74 and sebasar in 
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Boyolali as big as 1,59. That is to say with an average price of only IDR 12.000 per kg, cattle 
farm of African catfish pond tarp at the study site has a potential prospect, because it gives a 
high enough profit to farmers. 
Economic Efficiency of Livestock Raising African catfish Swimming Sheeting  

Based on the analysis of the rate of profit in the previous sub, it is necessary also 
analyzed the level of efficiency by using the approach of cobb-douglas production function. In 
this analysis will be revealed about how the attainment of economic efficiency, technical and 
allocative. Selengkapkanya the results of the efficiency analysis is presented in Table 3.4 can 
be the following. 

 
Table 3.4 Efficiency Analysis of Farm Animal Swimming Sheeting African catfish in the 

Cangkring Village of Jenggawah  County District of Jember 2015 

No Variable 
Technical 

efficiency (bi) 
allocative 
efficiency 

Economical 
efficiency (ET x 

EA) 
1 wide pool 3.15 3.17 10.00 
2 fingerlings 2.568 6.99 17.95 
3 Nutrients -0.176 0.19 (0.03) 
4 additional nutrients -2.128 1.89 (4.02) 
5 Suplement 5.706 6.72 38.34 
6 Labor 3.531 5.19 18.33 

Specification:  
Dependent Variable: Number of African Catfish Production  
Source: Primary Data Processed 
 

The average utilization of all production inputs on African catfish farming pool tarp in 
the study site reached a level of technical efficiency of 2,11, but when viewed as an input of 
production is known that the use of production inputs and livestock feed supplement 
inefficient because Ep < 0 Breeders grossly over dose in food nutrition in fish. Generally 
provide 3 meals a day, but the average farmer in most study sites provide meals up to 5 times 
a day. As a result, the cost to feed only up 80% in the cost structure some respondents even 
reach 90% of the cost of the other. The use of production inputs of seeds / seedlings fish, 
large pool tarp, supplements, medications, vitamins and labor are still not efficient. That is 
perternak still can develop longer use in order to increase production.  

In allocative, use of production inputs in livestock farming of African catfish pond tarp 
in the average study site has not efficient, except for the use of fish feed is no longer efficient. 
So inefficient allocation still can add inputs and the need for a reduction in the use of 
production inputs that are no longer efficient. Therefore, the average of a use of production 
inputs have a level of economic efficiency of 13,43 where the use of animal feed and food 
additives from the snail, tiren, and lemuru have negarif level of economic efficiency. If 
dikomparasikan research AZ-Zarnuji and Hendarto (2011) on the analysis of the efficiency of 
catfish farming in Boyolali concluded that: 1) catfish farming in the study area are not 
technically efficient use of inputs that must be coupled with the output destination must be 
increased. When viewed from the efficiency of the price (EH) and economic efficiency (EE), 
the catfish farming is inefficient with efficiency value of 4.96 and a price of economic 
efficiency by 4,66. 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
1   The results of the simultaneous regression of the entire socio-economic factors are 

supposed to influence the profit decline in African catfish farming fish pond tarp 
significant effect at 5% significance level α. This is demonstrated by the results of the 
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analysis where the value of the F-statc. > F-table, so the conclusion is to accept Hi or reject 
H0. The test results of determination or keeeratan relationship between the variables 
analyzed, also shows that all the socioeconomic factors that are supposed to influence the 
dependent variable is quite high at R2 = 0,719 or with Adj-R2 = 0,618. This means that the 
decline in African catfish farmers profit pool tarp at the study sites is affected by all the 
independent variables were estimated at 71,9%, the rest is influenced by other factors 
outside the model.  

2.  Average profit rate of catfish farmers in the study sites is IDR 1.255.000,85 per business 
scale or as much as IDR 484.556,31 per 1.000 fry. These advantages are relatively high 
because of profitability (profitability) of 42,38%. According to the theory that every 
African catfish stocking of 1.000 fish tail, it will produce 100 kg of fish ready for harvest, 
but the results of the study revealed that on average each stocking 1000 fish tail meat 
produce ready to harvest as much as 116,23 kg weight ratio of 1: 1,16.  

3.  Average use of all inputs to the production of African catfish farming pool tarp at the study 
site reached a level of technical efficiency of 2,11, but when viewed as an input of 
production is known that the use of production inputs and livestock feed supplement 
inefficient because Ep < 0 The use of production inputs of seed / seedling fish, large pool 
tarp, supplements, medications, vitamins and labor are still not efficient. In allocative, use 
of production inputs in livestock farming of African catfish pond tarp in the average study 
site has not efficient, except for the use of fish feed is no longer efficient. The average use 
of production inputs have a level of economic efficiency of 13,43 where the use of animal 
feed and food additives from the snail, tiren, and lemuru have negarif level of economic 
efficiency. 
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